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Abstract
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Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) are linear, negatively charged polysaccharid es that interact with a
variety of positively-charged growth factors. In this review article, the effects of engineering GAG
chemistry for molecular delivery applications in regenerative medicine are presented. Three major
areas of focus at the structure-function-property interface are discussed: 1) macromolecular
properties of GAGs, 2) effects of chemical modifications on protein binding, and 3) degradation
mechanisms of GAGs. GAG-protein interactions can be based on 1) GAG sulfation pattern, 2)
GAG carbohydrate conformation, and 3) GAG polyelectrolyte behavior. Chemical modifications
of GAGs, which are commonly performed to engineer molecular delivery systems, affect protein
binding and are highly dependent on the site of modification on the GAG molecules. The rate and
mode of degradation can determine the release of molecules as well as the length of GAG
fragments to which the cargo is electrostatically coupled and eventually released from the delivery
system. Overall, GAG-based polymers are a versatile biomaterial platform offering novel means
to engineer molecular delivery systems with a high degree of control in order to better treat a
range of degenerate or injured tissues.

3 INTRODUCTION
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Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) are a class of linear polysaccharides that are ubiquitous in the
human body and possess multiple biological functions essential for life [1]. Such functions
consist of 1) osmotically attracting water and therefore maintaining hydrostatic pressure to
confer mechanical stability in connective tissues such as cartilage [2–6], 2) covalent
attachment to proteoglycans that regulate cell function [7], and 3) acting in conjunction with
proteins on cell surfaces via receptors or co-receptors to modulate the local biological
environment [8]. Based on their numerous biological functions, GAGs have been
extensively explored as biomaterials for controlled protein delivery to improve treatment for
a variety of diseases [9–12].
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Many of their biological functions are conferred by the unique chemical structure of GAGs,
consisting of repeating disaccharide units that are specific for each GAG species. Sulfated
GAG species such as chondroitin sulfate (CS), heparin, heparan sulfate (HS), dermatan
sulfate (DS), and keratan sulfate (KS) bear negative charges that vary in density and position
within the disaccharide units [13]. In addition to sulfated GAGs, hyaluronic acid (HA) is
non-sulfated and therefore is the GAG with the least net negative charge [14]. Based on this
negative net charge, GAGs attract positively-charged proteins, however, these binding
processes are very challenging to investigate because they are governed by the complex,
inherent chemical properties of GAGs [15–17]. For protein delivery applications, a number
of GAG-based approaches have been developed that mimic the interactions that occur
naturally between GAGs in the ECM and growth factor binding partners. GAGs can possess
specific carbohydrate sequence-specific, electrostatic binding sites for some growth factors,
or they can bind growth factors via a non-sequence specific electrostatic mechanism [18].
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Although protein- specific binding sites including conformational changes upon binding
have been reviewed previously [19–21], this work focuses on reviewing the chemical
properties and modifications of GAGs for protein binding and incorporation into complex
biomolecule delivery systems. Besides considering the effects on protein binding, chemical
modifications affect degradation processes [22, 23], which, in turn, influence molecular
release characteristics, and therefore degradation mechanisms are also discussed in detail
here. A thorough understanding of the chemical properties of GAGs, both native and
modified, and how they relate to protein binding, is a key factor for successful
implementation of GAG-based biomaterial strategies in tissue engineering and drug delivery
applications. As described throughout this review, a better understanding of GAG chemistry
will lead to enhanced predictability of protein uptake and release from GAG-based
biomaterials, and thus the ability to design more efficacious strategies for harnessing the
unique, innate properties of GAGs for a broad range of regenerative medicine applications.

4 GAG-PROTEIN BINDING: A FUNCTION OF SULFATION PATTERN, 3D
CONFORMATION AND POLYELECTROLYTE PROPERTIES
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Generally, it is believed that net negative charge is primarily responsible for mediating GAG
interactions with oppositely charged proteins, but polyelectrolyte complexation does not
fully explain protein affinity to GAGs. The primary structure of GAGs is determined by
carbohydrate repeat units with their specific sulfation patterns, which influence complex 3D
structures that contribute to the pharmacological activity of GAGs. Moreover, most GAG
species do not exist in vivo in an isolated state, but, instead, are synthesized in the form of
proteoglycans (PGs) or serve as co-receptors by GAG-growth factor complex formation on
cell surfaces [24]. GAG attachment to PGs is not directly linked to the sulfation pattern, but
to a specific carbohydrate end-group sequence by which GAG chains are linked to the PG
core protein. GAG-PG attachment has already been reviewed [7, 25] and, thus, this section
focuses on the importance of GAG 3D structure combined with sulfation pattern on growth
factor binding for each major representative of the GAG family.
4.1 Carbohydrate structures and nomenclature
For the reader’s reference, this section summarizes the most important monosaccharide
structures, conformations and configurations of GAG subunits in order to better understand
the specific epitopes presented in the following sections. Recommendations on sugar
nomenclature rules and determination of conformation were published by the International
Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) [26, 27]. Monosaccharide units of relevance
for GAGs are uronic acid and amino sugars (Figure 1). Such monosaccharides can acquire
different solution conformations (Figure 2A). Among the most well-known conformations
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are chair (C), boat (B), and envelope (E). The chair conformations and intermediate
conformation between chair and boat, skew-boat (S), plays an important role for
antithrombin III (AT III) binding with heparin (Figure 2A). In solution, each carbohydrate is
in equilibrium with its different conformations. Furthermore, the α/β- and D,L nomenclature
is also used to distinguish between different configurations (Figure 2B).
4.2 Structure of heparin and heparan sulfate
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The carbohydrate composition for heparin and heparan sulfate (HS) is similar but differs in
monosaccharide ratios and sulfation pattern distribution. The most prominent disaccharide
repeat unit in heparin consists of 2-O sulfated L-iduronic acid (IduA2S, α-1,4) and a mixture
of either N- and 6-O sulfated (GlcNS6S) or N-acetylated D-glucosamine (GlcNAc, α-1,4).
In HS, instead of heparin’s IduA2S, the majority of uronic acid residues are D-glucuronic
acid (GlcA, β-1,4). These repeat units are connected in a complex pattern including other
residues with additional O- and N-sulfated groups: GlcNAc can be additionally 6-O sulfated
(GlcNAc6S), or GlcNS less commonly 3-O sulfated (GlcNS3.6S) [28]. Unfractionated
heparin has a molar mass between 3 to 30 kDa (15 kDa average) [29], whereas heparan
sulfate, e.g. from human liver, was found to have a molar mass around 24 kDa [30]. Heparan
sulfate is a key component of PGs secreted into the extracellular matrix, such as perlecan
[31], or agrin [32], but HS transmembrane PGs can also serve as receptors or co-receptors
(e.g. syndecans) [33]. Consequently, HS is present in many tissues and can serve multiple
functions, while the presence of heparin in humans is limited to very few tissues. The bestdescribed occurrence of heparin is in mast cell granules, where its function and evolutionally
role is still not fully understood [34, 35].
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Besides tissue distribution and function, there are general structural differences between HS
and heparin. Specifically, these species differ in the overall charge distributions along the
polymeric chain: heparan sulfate exhibits sulfate-rich, or “S-rich,” regions [36] that are
separated by disaccharide units that contain mainly unsulfated, acetylated glucosamine and
GlcA (NA-regions [37]). Interestingly, the number of HS sulfate clusters change during cell
differentiation, leading to more sulfated regions with greater differentiation, whereas stem
cells exhibit fewer amounts of sulfate clusters [38, 39]. The combination of sulfated and
non-sulfated regions in HS leads to a very flexible conformational structure because the
alternating structure consisting of regions with high and low sulfation may cause HS to bind
and “wrap” around a variety of proteins through non-carbohydrate sequence-specific
interactions [40, 41]. Although HS-protein interactions may not always be sequencespecific, different cell types produce HS derivatives with various repeating monosaccharide
patterns in the sulfated regions that potentially account for some protein specificity in certain
tissues, but the exact physiological role of tissue-dependent HS compositions remains
unknown [42].
In contrast to non-sequence specific interactions, carbohydrate sequence-specific GAGprotein interactions have been elucidated for heparin/HS. The most well-investigated
example is basic fibroblast growth factor (FGF-2) binding to heparin/HS, for which
specificities and effects have been studied since the 1980s [43]. The FGF family consists of
22 distinct isoforms that are sub-divided into 7 sub-families [44]. The transmembrane
tyrosine kinase receptor for FGF is activated by heparin or HS as a co-factor, which induces
FGF-dimerization and enhances FGF signaling [45]. From a series of studies on this topic, a
minimal pentasaccharide sequence [46] from heparin was found to be responsible for FGF-2
pairing. Moreover, a 6-O desulfated (glucosamine residue) heparin was deemed to promote
FGF-2 binding and 2-O sulfate groups (iduronic acid residue) were found to be essential for
interaction. Besides FGF-2 attraction, 2-O-sulfation of the iduronic acid was found to be
essential for binding to proteins such as human glial cell neurotropic factor [47], and
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endostatin [48]. However, in other studies, a decasaccharide unit, fully N-sulfated and
partially 2-O- (IduA residue) and 6-O- (GlcNS residue) sulfated, was determined to be the
minimum binding motif for FGF-1 and FGF-4 [49]. In addition, the carboxyl function of the
uronic acid residues (Figure 1) was found to be necessary for binding to FGF-2.
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The results described above highlight the inconsistencies in the minimal binding sequence
lengths and sulfation patterns thought to be required for FGF binding [50–53]. In order to
explain the different results for the FGF superfamily, one important point to consider is the
heterogeneity of the FGF protein family, as well as conformational changes of the
polysaccharide itself. Conformational aspects are under current investigation using
molecular modeling [54] and analytical tools such as NMR spectroscopy [55, 56].
Generally, pyranose sugars (6-membered ring system consisting of 5 ring carbons and 1
oxygen) such as iduronic acid are present in different conformations simultaneously: chair
conformations (4C1, 1C4) or skew-boat conformation (2SO) (Figure 2A). These
conformations are in equilibrium to each other when sugars are in solution and the
glycosidic bonds confer a small degree of freedom to switch between conformations [57]. In
this context, the role of 2-O sulfation (IduA) for binding of antithrombin III AT-III for anticoagulation purposes is important, as the 2-O-sulfation (IduA) as well as the 3-O-sulfation
(GlcNS3.6S) instigate a conformational change to the skew-boat conformation upon binding
of heparin to AT-III [58]. Once bound to AT-III, heparin potentiates the anticoagulant
activity of AT-III by factor 2000 [59]. However, the AT-III binding region [57, 58, 60, 61]
lies outside of the active binding region for FGFs (FGF-1/2) [62], so the relative
contribution of GAG conformation to interaction with FGF remains unknown. The
carbohydrate conformations and sulfate group activities that are relevant for protein binding
are summarized in Figure 3.
Overall, heparin and HS exhibit structural similarities but differ mainly in the distribution
and quantity of sulfate groups per polymer chain. The sulfate cluster structure of HS allows
for a variety of non-carbohydrate sequence-specific protein interactions, whereas heparin
possesses a defined AT-III carbohydrate binding sequence. Moreover, the fact that the
polyelectrolyte nature of the GAGs alone might lead to “random” binding based solely on
electrostatic interactions is well characterized for HS [18, 41] and can likely be assumed for
heparin as well.
4.3 Structure of chondroitin sulfate and dermatan sulfate
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Chondroitin sulfate (CS) and dermatan sulfate (DS) are structurally related and often found
jointly in PGs. The monosaccharide components of the most prominent repeating
disaccharide units in chondroitin sulfate (CS) are D-glucuronic acid (GlcA, β-1,4) and Nacetyl-D-galactosamine (GalNAc, β-1,3) [63]. Epimerization at C-5 (Figure 1) during DS
biosynthesis of some D-glucuronic acid residues to L-iduronic acid (IduA) converts CS to
DS, which is done in vivo by specific epimerases [64, 65]. Generally, the IduA residues can
only be found adjacent to GalNAc-4-sulfate (GalNAc4S) [66]. Although molar masses of
CS and DS are similar (23 kDa [67] and 25 kDa [68], respectively), the sulfation patterns of
both GAGs are very diverse and a separate nomenclature for different CS species has been
established. Generally, CS polymers are referred to as CS-A (GalNAc4S), CS-C
(GalNAc6S), CS-D (GlcA2S, GalNAc6S) and CS-E (GalNAc4,6S) depending on the
combination of sulfate positions. For DS, the most frequent sulfation pattern is the
GalNAc4S associated with IduA [69]. Functions of the sulfate groups for CS and DS are
summarized in Figure 4.
Interaction of growth factors with CS and DS occurs in a PG-bound state, as neither CS nor
DS are available in their free state in blood or tissue. PGs often contain mixtures of CS and
DS that are specific for the tissue in which they were synthesized. CS-rich PGs such as
Acta Biomater. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2015 April 01.
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versican (connective tissues) and aggrecan (cartilage) and DS-rich PGs such as decorin and
biglycan (both found in connective tissues) [70, 71] are important co-factors for receptor
function [72].
For DS, the IduA residue, similar to heparin and heparan sulfate, is able to exist in multiple
conformations including the 4C1, 1C4 and 2SO [63]. In heparin, besides the carbohydrate
conformations mentioned in the previous sub-section, a specific pentasaccharide
carbohydrate sequence is essential to bind to AT-III and inhibit thrombin (Figure 3A) [58].
Although it does not contain this specific carbohydrate sequence, DS was found to be an
alternative anticoagulant [73, 74], whose anticoagulative properties are linked to the content
of IduA2S. In contrast to regular DS, highly sulfated DS derivatives with high IduA2S were
found to bind heparin cofactor II in a less specific manner than DS with lower sulfation [75]
and, in tests of platelet aggregation, was found to bind also to AT-III [76]. A 4,6-disulfated
DS is marketed for this purpose [77] with, however, a different mode of action compared to
heparin. Heparin anticoagulation effects are mostly caused by the specific interaction with
AT-III, whereas DS activates heparin cofactor II which then inhibits thrombin [78, 79].
Similarly, for chemically oversulfated CS [80], a change of the GlcA residue from the 4C1
to 1C4 conformation mimics the stereochemistry of the 2-O sulfated IduA of heparin (a part
of the specific AT-III binding sequence), making oversulfated CS more active toward
heparin cofactor II with similar potential compared to DS.
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Carbohydrate sequence and sulfation specificity of growth factor to CS and DS has been
researched extensively and, especially for neurotropic growth factors, there is strong
evidence for a carbohydrate sequence specificity that triggers protein interactions and
amplifies neuronal regeneration [81]. However, for many other growth factors, a clear
carbohydrate sequence specificity has not consistently been reported and therefore pure
electrostatic interactions between growth factors and CS/DS are possible.
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CS and DS have received much attention as components of PGs that can affect neural
outgrowth and neural stem cell differentiation [82, 83]. Depending on the presentation of the
C4,6S epitope, it was found to either inhibit (as part of a PG mimic) [84] or promote (as part
of a tetrasaccharide) [81] neuronal outgrowth. Neuronal growth factors such as midkine and
brain-derived neurotropic factor bind with high affinity to C4,6S, and it has been suggested
that C4,6S recognition motifs are present in receptors or co-receptors in the neural
environment for such growth factors [85]. Besides effects in neural regeneration and
scarring, CS is able to interact with growth factors in other tissues as well. The 6-O sulfate
group was deemed to be essential for binding TGFβ1 [86], which is important in
cartilaginous tissue formation. In another study [87], CS and sulfated HA were compared to
each other in terms of binding affinity to bone morphogenetic protein 4 (BMP-4), which has
a variety of targets in regenerating bone and cartilage tissue [88, 89]. CS and HA share one
carbohydrate unit, GlcA, and C4S was compared to HA that was sulfated at position 6-O
(HA) of the GalNAc. C4S was discovered to have a lower BMP-4 affinity compared to 6-O
sulfated HA and it was hypothesized that, besides other conformational differences, the 6-O
sulfate in GalNAc promoted binding of BMP-4. However, the dual 4,6-sulfation pattern on
CS was found to be important for binding of BMP-4 to stimulate osteoblast differentiation
and mineralization [90], which leads to the assumption that C4,6S might be a strong
promoter of growth factor activity outside the neuronal environment.
For soluble DS-PGs secreted into wounds, interaction with FGF-2 after injury was found to
have a tremendous positive effect on wound healing [91]. When CS/DS mixed polymers
were isolated from the proteoglycan decorin, a trisulfated pentasaccharide FGF-2 binding
motif within CS/DS was suggested containing two potential sulfation patterns: 2-O sulfated
IduA with 4,6-disulfated GalNAc or 2-O sulfated IduA and GlcA combined with 4-O
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sulfated GalNAc [92]. In other studies, an octasaccharide binding sequence for FGF-2 and a
decasaccharide sequence for FGF-7 was discovered and it was found that 4-O sulfation of
GalNAc and the presence of IduA were essential for effective binding [93]. In addition, a
decasaccharide sequence containing IduA was elucidated as the minimal binding motif for
FGF-10 [94]. The examples above indicate the importance of specific oligosaccharide
carbohydrate binding sequences that often demonstrate high activity with a 4,6-sulfation
pattern for CS and 4-O sulfation for DS. It also appears that epimerization at C-5 to form
IduA from GlcA, the most important structural difference between CS and DS, changes the
growth factor selectivity and affinity between CS and DS.
CS and DS are closely related GAGs found in a wide range of PGs. In contrast to the
common non-sequence-specific binding of HS to many proteins, there is strong evidence
that the 4,6-sulfation epitope of CS enhances growth factor binding and signaling. This has
been found to play an important role in the central nervous system by regulating neurite
outgrowth [84]. In addition to sulfation pattern, carbohydrate conformation is a key aspect in
DS for both growth factor interactions as well as promoting anticoagulant activities.
4.4 Structure of keratan sulfate
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Keratan sulfate (KS) primarily consists of the repeating units D-galactose (Gal, β-1,3) and
N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) that occur in many combinations within the polymer chain
[95]. Both monosaccharides were found to have a sulfate group at position 6-O [96]. KS is
an important component of PGs (e.g. aggrecan) where it is attached with CS and DS. A
specific nomenclature of different types of KS based on the type of attachment to the PG
core protein has developed, referring to KS as type I (N-linked to Asn residue in PG), II (Olinked to Ser/Thr residues in PG), or III (mannose linked to Ser residue in PG) [97]. Typical
molar masses of KS range from 7 to 22 kDa [98] and KS PGs are present in high quantities
especially in the cornea [99], with lower concentrations in cartilage (e.g. in aggrecan) [100]
and many other tissues, such as brain [101] and intervertebral disc [102].
The sulfation pattern of monosaccharides is not equally distributed over the KS chains,
leading to regions of high and low sulfation [103]. Generally, unsulfated regions confer a
conformational flexibility that can result in the formation of helical structure in solution, as
determined by X-ray diffraction data [104], which makes it conformationally similar to CS
and DS.
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Relatively little is known about the influence of the sulfation pattern of KS on binding to
specific proteins. The sulfation pattern of KS was shown to be of importance for the binding
affinity to galectin proteins [105], a class of mainly intracellular proteins possessing a
carbohydrate-binding motif that can be secreted into the ECM and regulate cell adhesion
[106]. By examining KS tri- to pentasaccharides with various sulfation patterns, the
unsulfated 6-OH group of the Gal residue was found to be essential for galectin binding,
whereas 6-O sulfation of the GlcNAc residue did not increase binding of galectins [105]
(Figure 5). Furthermore, desulfated KSpolysaccharides (containing galactose) exhibited
binding to galectins whereas the sulfated species did not exhibit any detectable effects,
suggesting that for this specific class of proteins, 6-O sulfation of Gal residues inhibits
binding and that interactions of galectins with GAGs are primarily mediated by hydrophobic
and/or van-der-Waals forces instead of electrostatic interactions [105].
KS is jointly found with CS and DS in PGs, but the effect of protein binding to single KS
polymer chains within PGs has not been a focus of current research and therefore knowledge
remains limited on this topic. However, what is known about KS-protein binding (with
galectins) demonstrates that the unsulfated Gal residue is essential for binding through a
non-electrostatic route. This behavior contrasts with what is known about Heparin/HS and
Acta Biomater. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2015 April 01.
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CS/DS, where sulfation primarily determines affinity to growth factors, and suggests that
strategies for protein binding may need to be tailored based on the class of GAG to be
incorporated in the drug delivery vehicle.
4.5 Structure of hyaluronan
Hyaluronan (HA) is an unusual member of the GAG family compared to the aforementioned
species because it is the only one that is not sulfated. HA polymers consist of the
disaccharide units D-GlcA (β-1,4) and D-GlcNAc (β-1,3) and are naturally found with
polymerization degrees ranging between 2,000 – 25,000 disaccharide units (1–10 MDa)
[107] (Figure 6). The size of HA assemblies can increase further by aggregation that occurs
in tissues such as cartilage, where HA forms a ternary complex with aggrecan and a link
protein [108]. HA can be found in every connective tissue and with high concentrations in
the vitreous humor of the eye [109]. Carbohydrate conformation within the polymer can be
assumed to be in the 4C1 conformation which is stabilized intramolecularly by strong
hydrogen bonding between the carbohydrates [110]. This hydrogen bonding is in rapid
exchange with water molecules which is one explanation of the remarkably high water
binding capacity even though HA is unsulfated and therefore has diminished electrostatic
interactions with water [109].
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HA is known to act intracellularly (e.g. intracellular Rhamm-protein) [111] and
extracellularly where it serves as a direct messenger molecule by binding to the cell-surface
receptor CD-44 [112]. In addition to CD-44, HA is known to interact with other cell surface
receptors, such as extracellular Rhamm [113] and ICAM-1 [114]. The anticipated mode of
interaction and binding to proteins/receptors is based on carboxyl-amino group interactions.
The interaction of basic amino acids of CD-44 with HA was revealed via scrambling of
amino acid sequences of soluble CD-44 [115]. However, in a rather recent study an
octasaccharide binding sequence of HA to CD-44 was found where the interactions between
both species were mainly governed by hydrogen bonding and less pronounced by
electrostatic interactions [116].
HA is able to induce signaling via extracellular receptors (e.g. CD-44, Rhamm) as well as
via binding to intracellular proteins to regulate cellular functions. This is in strong contrast
to other GAGs that act through growth factor binding to induce signal transduction.
However, promotion of growth factor binding to HA can be achieved by chemically
sulfating the polymer (see Section 5.1 for further discussion of sulfation methods).
4.6 Paradigm of biological activity upon growth factor binding
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Despite the generally-held belief that GAG-growth factor binding enables significant
biological activity, there are scenarios that could challenge this paradigm, whereby 1)
changes in sulfation pattern of GAGs can lead to binding of growth factors, but the resulting
GAG-growth factor complex has attenuated biological activity, and 2) modified GAGs
needed as signaling cofactors do not bind to growth factors or target receptors alone, but the
growth factor nevertheless leads to activation of cell-surface receptors by forming a growth
factor – GAG complex.
A good example of the former scenario was demonstrated with selectively desulfated
heparin and FGF-2 [117]. Signaling is generally achieved by formation of a ternary complex
of FGF-2, the FGF receptor FGFR-1 and heparin/HS. FGF-2 binding to 2-O and 6-Odesulfated heparin was investigated and subsequent signaling through the FGFR-1 receptor
was monitored via proliferation of HS deficient Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO677). 2-O
sulfation was necessary for heparin to bind to FGF-2, whereas both the 2-O and 6-O
sulfation motifs were required to bind and activate the receptor. The 6-O desulfated heparin
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FGF-2 complex bound with considerably less affinity to its receptor compared to
unmodified heparin, thereby preventing receptor signaling as measured by Erk2 kinase
activity and DNA synthesis in CHO677 cells. Moreover, in a competition experiment, the
stimulatory effect of unmodified heparin could be fully abolished by adding an excess of 6O desulfated heparin.
The latter scenario where GAGs neither bind to the growth factor nor to the receptor can be
illustrated with a study of HS and FGF-1/FGFR-1 binding [118]. Results suggested that 6-O
or 3-O sulfated, and N-sulfated HS bound to neither FGFR-1 nor FGF-1 alone, but 6-O or 3O, N-sulfated HS species were able to induce a ternary complex that led to the anticipated
mitogenic activity on FGFR1 expressing BaF3 cells. Importantly, N-acetylated HS, which
does not carry a N-sulfate group, independent of its O-sulfation pattern, was not able to bind
to growth factor or receptor or induce the ternary complex, thus, only the triple combination
of GAG, growth factor, and receptor led to signaling within the cells. This result supported
the necessity of the N-sulfate groups to induce signaling through the FGF-1/FGFR-1
complex. In the case of FGF-1, these results also indicate that the investigation of GAGgrowth factor binding or GAG-receptor binding may not be predictive for the formation of
the required triple complexes known to induce signaling and biological activity in cells.
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GAGs have been found to bind to growth factors electrostatically in a carbohydrate
sequence-specific or non-sequence-specific manner. The examples discussed above
challenge the conventional paradigm that GAG-growth factor binding necessarily leads to
signaling in target cells. Therefore, there is an obvious need to measure the activity of
growth factors via relevant biological (typically cellular) assays after incorporation of
growth factors and GAGs into drug delivery systems, particularly if working with
chemically modified GAGs, as discussed in the next section.

5 STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION OF GAGs FOR DEVELOPMENT INTO
DRUG DELIVERY SYSTEMS
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Prior to utilizing the electrostatic interactions between positively-charged growth factors and
GAGs to achieve the desired release kinetics for a particular biomedical application, GAGs
need to be incorporated into drug delivery systems that can be efficiently deployed in vitro
or in vivo. Such incorporation methods often consist of crosslinking the GAG into some kind
of matrix which requires prior chemical modifications of GAGs. However, as discussed in
the previous section, carbohydrate sequence-specific and non-sequence-specific interactions
of growth factors with GAGs are in part based on sulfation pattern and solution
conformation of the polysaccharides. Thus, in this section, common chemical modifications
of GAGs are summarized and related to their potential effects on protein binding and
release.
5.1 Adjusting sulfation patterns
Several attempts have been made to modulate GAG sulfation properties chemically through
either 1) selective desulfation of natural GAGs, or 2) complete desulfation with selective resulfation. Most selective desulfation procedures have been developed for heparin and
comprise either solvolytic processes or specific esterification followed by solvolysis. Direct
solvolysis can produce selective N-desulfated heparin [119], selective 6-O desulfated [120]
and completely desulfated heparin [121]. Depending on the type of solvent mixture used for
solvolysis, degradation of the polysaccharides can occur [122] and is more pronounced for
chondroitin sulfate than for heparin [123] but the exact reasons for this difference in
susceptability to backbone cleavage remain unknown. Preparation of 2-O and 3-O
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desulfated heparin has also been prepared by alkaline lyophilization which is accompanied
by depolymerization similar to the processes in above mentioned solvent mixtures [28, 124].
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The opposite reaction route, re-sulfation with or without prior desulfation, has been
established for all GAG species to prepare either oversulfated GAGs (reaction without prior
desulfation) or specifically sulfated GAGs (full desulfation with resulfation). Full
desulfation can be achieved simply by acidic methanol treatment over several days, which
was originally described for chondroitin sulfate [125]. Following desulfation, introduction of
sulfur trioxide complexes lead to re-sulfation and can also be used for oversulfation of
partially sulfated GAGs [126, 127]. Using this oversulfation method, for artificially sulfated
HA (sHA) polymers, a correlation between increased degree of sulfation of sHA and greater
binding of TGFβ1 and BMP-4 was found [86, 87]. Apparently, the chain conformation of
the HA polymer is beneficial to interact with some growth factors because, in comparing
sHA to CS with similar degrees of sulfation, sHA bound higher amounts of TGFβ1 [86]. For
heparin, a temperature dependent, O-selective re-sulfation technique has been described
[128]. Through either reaction method, O-selective sulfation patterns can be achieved, with
sulfation patterns equally distributed over the polymer chain (no clustering). One of the
differences between HS and heparin is the conformational flexibility achieved by the sulfate
cluster structure of HS that can lead to enhanced electrostatic interactions with proteins.
However, mimicking the S-/NA domain structure found in HS is not currently technically
possible with the above-mentioned methods as the preparation of sulfation clusters cannot
be achieved by relatively non-specific reactions in solution. If deemed necessary, an option
for mimicking this behavior might be the application of carbohydrate ring-opening reactions
to heparin (discussed in Section 5.3) which may lead to a local loss of the stiff heparin ring
structure.
5.2 Modifications at functional groups
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Most published reports focus on GAG modifications at their functional groups, such as 1)
the amino groups of the non-acetylated, non-amino sulfated amino sugars, 2) the carboxyl
functions of uronic acid residues, and 3) the hydroxyl groups. Especially for heparin where
the amount of free, unsulfated amino groups is quite low, functionalization at the amino
groups of unsubstituted GlcN has rarely been examined because an N-desulfation step
would need to be conducted prior to further modification which is not a straight-forward
approach for the preparation of drug delivery systems. However, some reports focus on the
preparation of selectively N-desulfated heparin [119, 129] which could be used for
mechanistic studies of protein interactions and molecular delivery, because N-desulfated
heparin/HS loses a large portion of its anticoagulant activity (3–5 times less than regular
heparin) [130]. Crosslinking of N-desulfated heparin with glutaraldehyde under formation of
high molar mass polymers or hydrogels was reported as well [131].
Modifications at the carboxyl function occur at the uronic acid residues where carbodiimide
chemistry [132], which is able to link primary amino groups to carboxyl groups with
reasonable yield and reproducibility, is widely used for GAG-based materials. Heparincoated collagen matrices for cell culture application were prepared by crosslinking heparin
carboxyl groups to collagen primary amines [133, 134]. Moreover, this chemistry has been
used to functionalize GAGs with methacrylamide [135, 136], cysteamine for subsequent
thiolation [137, 138], or azide-containing compounds for Huisgen cycloaddition reactions
[139, 140]. These functionalized materials can then be cross-linked either via radical
polymerization or cycloaddition to form particulate or hydrogel drug delivery systems.
Hydroxyl-group modifications are also less common, but the reaction of CS with glycidyl
methacrylate can yield a mixture of carboxyl and hydroxyl-modified GAGs [141–143].
Coupling this reagent to GAGs could be a beneficial route to increase crosslinking density
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by enhancing the number of potential reactive sites, which might be necessary in the case of
low reaction yields from carboxyl group modifications or when a high degree of
modification is required for crosslinking.
The location of GAG modifications for delivery system incorporation can alter protein
binding compared to most published literature that has focused on GAGs in solution [41, 58,
144, 145]. In one study using different grafting chemistries to modify heparin with biotin
derivatives via 1) EDC/NHS chemistry at the carboxyl function, 2) coupling to the rare
unsubstituted intrachain amines, and 3) carbohydrate ring opening at the reducing end
terminus [146], binding to 4 proteins was screened. For all proteins, binding to the reducing
end terminus-modified heparin was higher compared to the two other methods. The lowest
binding was found for the carboxyl function-modified heparin. Similarly, reduced binding to
the carboxyl function modification was previously reported between carboxymethylated
heparin and AT-III [147] and carboxymethylated, sulfated HA and TGFβ1 [86]. A decrease
in bFGF interaction was also found with increasing degree of heparin acrylate
functionalization in solution [148].
5.3 Modifications with carbohydrate ring opening
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The aforementioned results make it clear that GAG modification, particularly at the carboxyl
group, and immobilization in drug delivery systems can significantly affect protein binding
capacities and subsequent release. Therefore alternative chemistries are needed that allow
for similar versatile applicability compared to the EDC/NHS chemistry but with less
influence on the important carboxyl function.
One alternative chemistry is the carbohydrate ring opening of GAGs which can occur
naturally at the reducing-end terminus of the polymeric chain as reductive sugars are in
equilibrium with their aldehyde forms in solution. This equilibrium between open and closed
carbohydrate rings can be utilized for labeling with dyes or surface grafting at the reducing
end. The general modification procedure at the reducing end involves a reaction with a
primary amine under formation of a Schiff’s base, followed by reduction to a secondary
amine [149]. A similar reaction to label heparan sulfate with sulfo-NHS-biotin could be used
to graft the GAG to streptavidin-coated surfaces. However, a disadvantage of the reducing
end reaction is that, as there is only one reducing end per chain, such end-group reactions
will lead to only one reactive site on the polymer. The low number of reactive positions can
be problematic for the formation of most drug delivery systems because the crosslinking
density for GAGs would be quite low, which can lead to incomplete incorporation.
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However, application of ring-opening chemistry to create multiple binding sites can be done
for some GAGs by periodate oxidation (see example in Figure 7). The oxidation with
periodate opens the carbohydrate ring between two vicinal hydroxyl groups resulting in two
aldehydes and, depending on the number of vicinal hydroxyl groups, the release of formic
acid [150]. The resulting aldehyde groups can then be further modified by coupling to
amines or hydrazones, forming a Schiff base or hydrazine, respectively. The Schiff’s base
can then be further reduced to form a stable secondary amine. Such a carbohydrate ring
opening strategy was used to couple cysteamine and synthesize a thiolated heparin that
could form nanogels via disulfide bonds [151]. In addition, periodate reactions for CS, HA
and dextran sulfate, followed by coupling of the aldehyde groups to ethylene diamine has
been achieved [152] and the resulting free amino group was then utilized to couple
fluorescence dyes to label the GAG at multiple positions within the carbohydrate chains.
Using a similar reaction scheme, aldehyde-HA was synthesized by periodation and
crosslinked with N-succinyl chitosan of varying ratios [153]. In contrast, in another study,
pre-crosslinked HA hydrogels were prepared and treated with periodate to allow further
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modification with aldehyde groups [154], which allowed for coupling of a RGD containing
peptide to the matrices’ surface through the added moieties.
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Structural modifications of GAGs of relevance for drug delivery systems focus mainly on
sulfation degree adjustment and efficient functionalization for crosslinking GAGs into
delivery systems. Several chemical methods are available to adjust the degree of GAG
sulfation by either desulfating or re-sulfation/oversulfating existing biopolymers with a
certain O-selectivity within the carbohydrate structures. The affinity to positively-charged
growth factors can be engineered by tuning the sulfation degree. Prior to crosslinking GAGs
with themselves or other biomaterials, functionalization is often required. Carboxyl
modifications are popular due to the ease of the chemistry involved, but have been shown to
impact protein binding by reducing affinity to the GAG. As an alternative, carbohydrate
ring-opening reactions are available, but require more careful investigation regarding any
potential interference with protein, enzyme or receptor binding.

6 BIOMOLECULAR LOADING AND DEGRADATION CHARACTERISTICS OF
GAG-BASED DRUG DELIVERY SYSTEMS
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Due to the intrinsic properties of GAGs such as sulfation patterns, carbohydrate
conformations and linkages, and the presence of growth factor binding sequences, the
inclusion of GAGs has a strong influence on the loading, biodegradation and release of
biomolecular delivery systems. Sulfation patterns and degrees of sulfation dictate the
electrostatic affinity between GAGs and growth factors, and therefore a reduction in GAG
net charge can result in decreased growth factor loading and increased release rates from the
delivery system. Degradation mechanisms of the system are important to consider in
addition to loading and release strategies since some chemical modifications of GAGs
reduce the degradability by enzymes that are often responsible for in vitro and in vivo
degradation. More specifics on how GAG modification can affect both protein loading and
degradation are presented in this section in order to help guide rational design of GAGcontaining formulations for controlled release applications.
6.1 Methods of biomolecule loading
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Because most GAGs are highly anionic, they are often loaded with molecular cargo that is
positively-charged, such as many growth factors and other proteins. Depending on the form
of the GAG-based delivery system, the type of drug loading can vary, but can be generally
classified into two methods: 1) in situ loading during vehicle formation and 2) loading after
vehicle formation. For GAG-based micelles or self-assembled films, cargo is first dissolved
in appropriate solvents and then added to the monomer solution [155–158]. The cargo
becomes incorporated as the delivery system self assembles. For GAG delivery systems in
the form of microparticles, nanoparticles or hydrogels that require chemical crosslinking,
loading generally occurs after formation. Post-formation loading is performed by adding
cargo-containing solution for several hours to pre-swollen hydrogels or lyophilized matrices
[159–161].
There are three main molecular mechanisms governing the loading of cargo in GAG-based
delivery systems (Figure 8). In the first, GAG-based vehicles are used to sequester
positively-charged growth factors or molecules. In this case, cargo is loaded due to the
electrostatic interactions with the sulfate groups on the GAGs. For instance, TGF-β1 has
been shown to electrostatically complex to CS microspheres, unlike negatively-charged
TNF-α [136]. In a second method, incorporation of anionic molecules is possible via
physical incorporation, but this approach generally yields low loading efficiency due to
electrostatic repulsion. The loading of bovine serum albumin (BSA, isoelectric point: 4.7) in
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CS-poly(ethylene glycol) diglycidyl ether hydrogel only reached 4–8% (w/w) in swollen
hydrogels starting from 10% (w/v) BSA solutions with incubation over 2 days [162]. A third
mechanism that is found commonly in HA-based delivery systems is based on hydrophobic
interactions where hydrophobic domains of HA can interact with cargo of varying degrees
of hydrophobicity, as shown for HA hydrogel films with several anti-inflammatory agents
[157]. Similarly, doxorubicin has also been successfully integrated into heparin
nanoparticles via hydrophobic interactions [163].
6.2 Degradation of GAG-based drug delivery systems
Degradation of GAG molecules can occur by (see Figure 9): 1) chemically-induced
degradation, and 2) enzymatically-induced degradation. These methods are similar insofar
that they are able to cleave glycosidic bonds within the polysaccharide backbone. However,
differences in their cleavage mechanisms lead to varying degradation products.
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Chemical degradation mechanisms—Generally, GAGs have been found to be very
stable against chemical degradation (i.e. CS and KS were seen to be stable in 2 N NaOH at
room temperature for more than 120 h [164]). Chemical degradation reactions were
originally explored to uncover the structure of GAGs by breaking the polymer into sugar
monomers or oligomers for subsequent downstream analysis. Reaction conditions include
harsh treatments with highly concentrated hydroxides [165], nitrous acid treatment [166–
168], radiolysis [169], hydrazinolysis [170], hydrogen peroxide treatment [171], treatment
with ozone and sunlight [172] and the application of Fenton’s reagents (Fe2+/H2O2) [173].
Because GAGs themselves are generally found to be quite chemically stable, if degradation
of GAG-based drug delivery systems occurs, it is generally through degradation at
functionalization sites introduced prior to loading of the delivery system. In this vein, a
rather nonspecific degradation mechanism is hydrolytic cleavage of ester bonds that were
previously added on GAG molecules, e.g., by esterification with carbodiimide chemistry.
For example, in a recent study [174], photopolymerized, methacrylamide modified alginateheparin hydrogels degraded in water primarily through this mechanism, showing significant
(70%) mass loss over 8 weeks.
Another example of dissociation through reactions at functional groups is the cleavage of
disulfide bonds by glutathione (GSH). Disulfide bonds can be formed between modified
GAGs, in this case hyaluronan, and another molecule with thiol groups (e.g. thiolated PEG)
to form cross-linked hydrogels that can be degraded through the addition of GSH [175]. In
the case of GSH treatment, hydrogels were found to undergo bulk degradation whereas
treatment with hyaluronidase led to surface degradation.
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Overall, chemical degradation of GAG-based delivery systems under physiological
conditions result in the release of cargo and full-length modified GAG molecules. Moreover,
non-enzyme based degradation occurs through a bulk mechanism that makes cargo release
dependent on diffusion length and can therefore be controlled by the geometry of the drug
delivery systems (e.g. thickness, shape).
Enzymatic degradation mechanisms—For enzymatic degradation reactions, the
varieties of conditions as well as GAG cleavage mechanisms has been thoroughly reviewed
[176, 177]. Therefore, in this section we will only briefly describe the enzymatic modes of
action and highlight potential effects of GAG chemical derivatization on their digestion by
enzymes. Generally, heparin/HS-cleaving enzymes can be categorized into two groups that
cleave the glycosidic bond between two sugars, but have different modes of action: lyases
(bacterial in origin, prefer heparin) and hydrolases (mammalian, prefer HS) (Figure 10).
Lyases are either endo- or exoglycosidases that cleave glycosidic bonds by an eliminative
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mechanism involving uronic acid residues by abstracting the proton at C-5 position with
formation of a double bond between C-4 and C-5. The carboxyl function of the uronic acid
residue is essential for the cleavage mechanism [178]. The group of GAG lyases is
comprised of heparinases, chondroitinases, and hyaluronidases, each with varying subtypes
requiring individual reaction conditions and exhibiting their own reaction kinetics.
In contrast, hydrolases are endoglycosidases that form an intermediate oxonium by
delivering a proton to the glycosidic oxygen followed by water attack (hydroxyl addition
removes the double bond). For hydrolases, the resulting cleaved residues are completely
saturated. The group of hydrolases consists of heparin hydrolases, keratanases, and
hyaluronan hydrolases. Depending on the tissue origin of the hydrolases (e.g. platelets,
tumors, fibroblasts), enzyme activity can depend on sulfation or acetylation of carbohydrates
and therefore sulfation pattern and adjacent carbohydrate clusters matter in some cases
leading to incomplete cleavage regardless of specific GAG chemistry [176].
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Comparing these two classes of enzymes, for heparin hydrolases in general, the O-sulfation
pattern and glucuronic acid content of the polymer is important for enzymatic cleavage
whereas, as previously mentioned, lyases require a carboxyl function and are active against
glucuronic and iduronic acid residues adjacent to glucosamino sugars. An additional
difference is that lyases are only able to cleave bonds on the non-reductive side of sugars,
whereas hydrolases can be specific for both reducing or non-reducing sites [176]. Each
heparin lyase and hydrolase enzyme isoform has its own carbohydrate cleaving sequence
and therefore we refer the reader to published literature on this topic [176, 179–182].
Chemical GAG modifications, such as the commonly-performed carboxyl modifications of
the uronic acid residues of heparin, affect enzymatic digestion. Since lyases require a free
carboxyl function for their action, heparin-based drug delivery systems cannot be degraded
via this mechanism with high degrees of modifications at this position. On the other hand,
hydrolases, which have specific preferences for O-sulfate groups and specific carbohydrates
adjacent to them (e.g. glucuronic acid for heparin hydrolases), will be sensitive to sulfation
pattern and compositional changes of the GAG molecule.
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Generally, lyases and hydrolases degrade GAGs to a different extent: lyases degrade GAGs
into oligosaccharides [183], but hydrolases produce smaller, still polymeric GAG fragments
of lower molecular weight compared to the starting material. In this context, an example for
heparin hydrolases was carried out with PVA/heparin crosslinked hydrogels where platelet
extract, a known source of heparin hydrolases, was used for degradation [184]. By analyzing
soluble heparin prior to hydrogel incorporation, it was found that heparin was degraded by
the enzyme into fragments with approximately half the molar mass of the original molecule
(17–19 kDa heparin into 8.6 kDa fragments). As heparin hydrolases represent the enzyme
class that is relevant in mammals, these degradation properties are assumed to be relevant to
in vivo conditions for crosslinked hydrogels. Moreover, this finding highlights the fact that
even if in-vitro degradation (often tested with lyases) fails, due to different modes of action
between lyases and hydrolases, in-vivo degradation may still be achieved.
Instead of relying on GAG-degrading enzymes, another approach to achieve enzymespecific degradable drug delivery systems is via incorporation of specific peptide sequences
into the crosslinking chemistry or within the GAG backbone. For example, a peptidefunctionalized PEG containing a matrix metalloprotease (MMP) cleavable sequence [185]
was crosslinked with heparin and loaded with vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF),
which is known to promote the proliferation of human umbilical vein endotheial cells
(HUVECs). A comparison between MMP-degradable and non-degradable hydrogels
indicated that the number of HUVECs increased significantly and spread in 3D after one
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week only in the MMP-degradable hydrogel group. Thus, it was concluded that VEGF
function was supported by the degradability of the hydrogels.
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As outlined in this section, loading of GAG-based delivery systems primarily occurs via an
electrostatic mechanism between negatively charged GAGs and positively-charged
molecular cargo. Besides electrostatic interactions, negatively or non-charged cargo
molecules can also be loaded in GAG carriers, but the loading capacity is typically less,
generally leading to a faster release based on diffusion. More controllable mechanisms of
cargo release due to GAG-based drug delivery system degradation are based on chemical
and enzymatic reactions. Chemically degraded gels (hydrolysis) will undergo primarily bulk
degradation, whereas for enzymatically degraded hydrogels, surface vs. bulk degradation is
dependent on the enzymatic reaction rate and enzyme diffusion rate through the gel [186].
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In general, enzymatic degradation of GAG-based drug delivery systems seems to be a
beneficial approach over chemical degradation because of the much milder conditions and
greater in-vivo relevance, but several caveats remain. For example, the commonly used
lyases are commercially available but do not represent the class of enzymes present invivo in
mammals. This drawback can be circumvented by including peptide-based enzymeresponsive sequences, which may lead to much more controlled degradation profiles in
response to enzymes specifically upregulated in diseased tissues. GAG-based drug delivery
systems often rely on electrostatic interactions with the cargo and such electrostatic forces
typically confer a high binding strength to the GAG-cargo complex, which can make it
difficult to disrupt the complexes. Therefore, cargo release is often dependent on GAG
release (assuming GAG binding sites exceed cargo concentration). Regardless of chemical
vs. enzymatic degradation mechanisms, it is thus very plausible to assume the release of
GAG-cargo complexes, which may have additional effects on biological activity of the
released cargo [187].

7 Summary, conclusions and future outlook
To harness the beneficial effects of GAGs for tissue engineering applications, they are often
incorporated into drug delivery systems. However, GAG incorporation often requires
chemical modifications to the polymers that can change the innate properties of GAGs,
which affect protein affinities and therefore alter cell and tissue responses. Therefore, as
demonstrated throughout this review, more detailed knowledge of how the chemistry of
native and modified GAGs affects protein binding and release will allow better engineering
of GAG-based biomaterials for controlled protein delivery.
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In general, GAG-protein binding is based on 1) polyelectrolyte properties, 2) sulfation
patterns, and 3) carbohydrate conformations. While there have been many attempts to
elucidate specific binding sequences for different GAG-binding proteins, in some cases the
interactions can only be explained by non-carbohydrate sequence-specific electrostatic
interactions between oppositely charged macromolecules. It is known that particular
biochemical processes (e.g. anticoagulation, FGF-2 signaling) only proceed with very
specific binding sequences and carbohydrate conformations (e.g. heparin–AT-III, heparin/
HS–FGF-2). However, this high carbohydrate and sulfation pattern specificity is not
required in all cases for growth factor binding. Certain modification chemistries (e.g.
carbohydrate ring opening reactions) allow for less impact on the solution conformation of
GAGs and therefore may present a relatively “native” protein binding site. However, more
in-depth experimental analyses should to be conducted before conclusions can be drawn
about “preferred” and “unfavorable” GAG modifications.
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In terms of drug delivery systems, for the sulfated GAGs, electrostatic interactions with
cargo molecules, whether they consist of small molecules, peptides, or proteins, are the most
prominent mechanism that presently governs loading and release. The release of GAG-cargo
complexes in most cases is suggested from bioactivity data of released cargo and indicates
GAGs can be beneficial for cargo stabilization and signaling enhancement.
Current challenges with use of GAGs in drug delivery systems center on three primary
issues: 1) understanding the ratio of sequence-driven vs. non-sequence-driven protein
binding combined with tuning release and degradation, 2) determining applicability of
modification chemistries to in-vivo settings, and 3) metabolism and excretion of modified
GAGs. Concerning issue 1), carbohydrate sequence specificity for protein affinity can be
changed when GAGs undergo chemical modifications. In the case of pure electrostatic, nonsequence-driven interactions between GAGs and proteins, only the sulfation pattern
accounts for affinity and therefore GAG-protein interactions are less sensitive to specific
modification chemistries. In a mixed-mode interaction scenario where sequence and nonsequence-based interactions occur simultaneously (e.g. protein prefers a specific sulfate
group position), chemical modifications of GAGs could easily lead to significant reduction
or even complete loss of protein affinity.
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In any scenario, the type and amount of GAG-protein interaction will determine the loading
capacity of GAG-based drug delivery system. The knowledge of affinity and loading
capacity is very important because from both parameters, for any given in vitro or in vivo
scenario, the likelihood can be estimated that the loaded cargo will be released, exogenous
proteins from the environment will be sequestered along with the cargo, or exogenous
proteins will encourage cargo release due to competition for GAG affinity. Consequently, in
a particular biological environment, the GAG delivery system could result in burst release
(cargo depletion) or very incomplete release (further sequestration, very high affinity of
cargo), depending on relative affinities of the various local biomolecules for the GAG
carrier. Thus, specific knowledge of loading and cargo affinity will be required in designing
and evaluating GAG-based delivery systems for specific in vitro or in vivo environments.
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Engineering approaches are very helpful for further refinement of chemical modifications to
improve in-vivo applicability (issues 2 and 3 above). Particularly if crosslinking into
delivery systems occurs in-situ, catalysts and other by-products of polymerization processes
may introduce toxicity concerns, so additional modifications of these reactions may be
necessary. Furthermore, maintaining in-vivo degradability is an important component. In the
future, further studies on the macromolecular properties of GAGs are needed to investigate
if GAG-based degradation products of drug delivery systems that were chemically modified
prior to encapsulation can be metabolized and excreted from living organisms in a similar
manner to their non-modified counterparts.
To date, GAG-based materials have proven safe and efficacious to deliver a variety of
molecules, from growth factors to small molecule drugs, as demonstrated by their
incorporation in medical devices approved for clinical use (e.g. heparin coated stents [188]).
However, more precise control of biomolecule delivery, such as may be required for tissue
regeneration applications in the future, requires increasingly sophisticated modifications to
the GAG molecules to further tune affinity and release. With additional research further
elucidating how to control cargo binding and degradation, GAG-based delivery systems
have all potential to be an ideal carrier system for controlled release of therapeutics for a
wide range of regenerative medicine applications because of their biodegradability, nontoxicity and versatility for many different cargos.
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2 LIST OF ACRONYMS
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AT-III

Antithrombin III

BSA

Bovine serum albumin

C4S

Chondroitin-4-sulfate

C6S

Chondroitin-6-sulfate

C4,6S

Chondroitin-4,6-sulfate

CS

Chondroitin sulfate

dCS

Desulfated chondroitin

DS

Dermatan sulfate

EDC

1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide

FGF

Fibroblast growth factor

FGFR

Fibroblast growth factor receptor

GAG

Glycosaminoglycan

Gal

Galactose

GalNAc

N-acetyl-galactosamine

GlcA

Glucuronic acid

GlcNAc

N-acetyl-glucosamine

GMA

Glycidylmethacrylate

GSH

Glutathione

HA

Hyaluronic acid

HS

Heparan sulfate

IduA

Iduronic acid

KS

Keratan sulfate

MMP

Matrix metalloprotease

NHS

N-Hydroxysuccinimide

PEG

Polyethylene glycol

PEG-DA

Polyethylene glycol diacrylate

PG

Proteoglycan

SPR

Surface plasmon resonance

TGF

Transforming growth factor
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Figure 1.

Most prominent monosaccharides present in GAGs. Uronic acid sugars possess a carboxyl
function connected to C5 of the ring atom, whereas amino sugars have an amino function at
position C2. This amino moiety may exist as a free amine (rare), acetylated (shown above)
or sulfated (see Figure 3) within GAG polysaccharides.
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Figure 2.
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(A.) Carbohydrate conformations are shown as chair (C) and skew-boat (S). In the chair
conformations, the gray, imaginary planes connect ring carbons on parallel sites. Ring
carbons which are out-of-plane, determine the conformations. In this nomenclature, the
carbon above the plane is noted with a superscript to the C, while the carbon below becomes
a subscript. For the skew-boat conformation, the gray plane connects carbons 1,3,4,5.
Carbons above this plane are indicated with superscripts, while those below become
subscripts. As no carbons are below the plane in this conformation, the subscript is O. (B.)
Carbohydrate stereochemistry and D,L configuration with glucuronic acid as an example.
The α/β nomenclature describes the configuration of the stereo-centers at C1 and C5
whereas D,L nomenclature is related to the substituent position in the Fischer-projection
(will not be further explained here – please see [26] for details).
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Figure 3.

Conformation of carbohydrates in heparin and heparan sufate: (A.) pentasaccharide binding
sequence of heparin for AT-III, (B.) important binding sites for growth factors to a heparin/
HS trisaccharide sample sequence. Position of sulfate groups is labeled with their biological
activity. The blue boxes indicate necessity of presence for protein binding.
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Figure 4.

Structures of CS (A.) and DS (B.). Blue boxes indicate necessity for protein binding.
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Figure 5.
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Primary sequence of keratan sulfate: 6-O sulfate D-galactosamine and 6-O sulfate Nacetylglucosamine. Blue box indicates necessity for growth factor binding, whereas red box
indicates reduction of galectin binding.
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Figure 6.

Disaccharide units of HA: D-glucuronic acid and D-N-acetylglucosamine.
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Figure 7.

Reaction scheme presenting the concept of carbohydrate ring opening by periodate
oxidation. (Note: periodate oxidation occurs at unsulfated IduA or GlcA residues.) The
example is given with a primary amine to be coupled in a second step with formation of a
Schiff base. Finally the Schiff base is reduced to a secondary amine.
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Figure 8.

Four common mechanisms of loading in GAG-based delivery systems. Electrostatic
interaction between the cargo and GAG is the most common mechanism, resulting in strong
sequestration. Hydrophobic interaction between GAG strands and the cargo is found most
commonly in HA vehicles. Physical entrapment, adsorption or absorption further enable
loading of uncharged or negatively charged cargo into GAG-based vehicles.
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Figure 9.
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Degradation principles of GAGs. Chemical degradation focuses on degradation at GAG
modification sites as the polymers themselves are chemically quite stable. Enzymatic
mechanisms consist of GAG-specific enzymes that cleave glycosidic bonds, whereas peptide
sequence-specific bonds can be cleaved by enzymes if a specific sequence is introduced into
the drug delivery system.
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Figure 10.

Mechanisms of enzymatic heparin/HS degradation. Lyases cause eliminative cleavage
whereas hydrolases lead to hydrolytic degradation. Red color indicates the center of action
in the scheme.
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